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1. Introduction
This study is not another attempt to identify the ‘original’ text of Acts,
but an examination of the passages in Acts that address women and also
contain variant readings in Code Bezae Cantabrigiensis (Codex D). The
goal is to identify the theological concerns, tendencies and/or motivations1 of the variant readings in Codex D regarding women. As a side
product, this study will also discuss the theological concerns of the
Alexandrian text (Codex B) regarding women.
In no way will this investigation provide an exhaustive discussion of
all of the passages dealing with women in Acts,2 only those that have

1.
Epp writes, ‘many variants reveal a religious viewpoint (and perhaps a
religious “experience”) which accounts for their origin or…which occasioned their
retention in or deletion from a given text’ (Eldon Jay Epp, The Theological Tendency
of Codex Bezae Cantabrigiensis in Acts [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1966], p. 17; see also pp. 10-21). Strange identifies Epp’s work with ‘tendency
criticism’ in response to ‘Haenchen’s description of the Western reviser as “Acts’
earliest commentator” and thus as a means of obtaining insight into the period of the
early second century’ (W.A. Strange, The Problem of the Text of Acts [Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1992], p. 23). Strange goes on to describe common
features in many Western texts, including the addition of material and alteration of
style which reflect a scribal attitude toward the text, until late in the second century
when the literature began to obtain respect as emerging scripture (pp. 36-37).
2.
For a more exhaustive treatment of all of the passages in Acts dealing with
women, see Ivoni Richter Reimer, Women in the Acts of the Apostles: A Feminist
Liberation Perspective (trans. Linda M. Maloney; Minneapolis: Fortress Press,
1995); see also Ben Witherington, Women in the Earliest Churches (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp. 143-57.
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theologically significant variants in Codex D.3 In particular, the following passages will be examined: Acts 1.14 (the apostles with the women
for prayer); Acts 16.14, 15, 40 (Lydia and her household); Acts 17.4, 12
(prominent women); Acts 17.34 (the omission of Damaris); and Acts
18.2-3, 7, 26 (Priscilla and Aquila).
The Western text, though extant in numerous sources, shows a
uniformity of quality and character even though the particular witnesses
to this text are not uniform.4 Codex D is a leading representative of the
Western text and includes the four canonical Gospels and the book of
Acts, dated somewhere from the fourth to the seventh century AD.5 Even
though Codex D is bilingual containing a Latin (d) and Greek (D) text,6

3.
Ben Witherington ventured briefly into such a selective study in his article,
‘The Anti-Feminist Tendencies of the “Western” Text in Acts’, JBL 103 (1984), pp.
82-84.
4.
Epp, Theological Tendency, pp. 5-8; Strange rightly notes, ‘Eighteenth
century criticism, valuable though it was in laying the foundations of ordering of
witnesses, left critics with the unhappy choice of “Western” as an adjective to
describe the group of witnesses of which Codex D is the principal. This text is
scarcely “Western” in a geographical sense, as has been widely recognised for some
time’ (The Problem of the Text of Acts, p. 3, cf. pp. 35-37); see also Peter Head,
‘Acts and the Problem of its Texts’, in Bruce W. Winter and Andrew D. Clarke
(eds.), The Book of Acts in its First Century Setting. I. The Book of Acts in its
Ancient Literary Setting (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993), pp. 415-44 (416).
Nevertheless, ‘Western’ will be used to describe this textual tradition for the sake of
common scholarly reference.
5.
Epp, Theological Tendency, pp. 7, 10, holds to a fifth century date; Strange,
The Problem of the Text of Acts, p. 3; Bruce M. Metzger, The Text of the New
Testament: Its Transmission, Corruption, and Restoration (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1968), p. 49, dates the text ‘from the fifth or possibly sixth
century’. Ernst Haenchen holds to an early sixth century date (The Acts of the
Apostles: A Commentary. [trans. Bernard Noble and Gerald Shin; Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1971], p. 53). Nevertheless, as Jenny Read-Heimerdinger
affirms, ‘Although none of these actual MSS dates from before the fourth century, it
should be borne in mind that the text they transmit is of an earlier date. This much is
known from readings of both the Alexandrian MSS and Codex Bezae that are found
among the oldest papyri, versions and Church Fathers’ (Jenny Read-Heimerdinger,
The Bezan Text of Acts: A Contribution of Discourse Analysis to Textual Criticism
[JSNTSup, 236; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2002], p. 5).
6.
Epp, Theological Tendency, pp. 8-10; Metzger, Text of the New Testament,
p. 49, notes that the Greek text is on the left and the Latin text is on the right with
each page in a single ‘column of text, which is not written straight ahead but…
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the focus of this paper will be on the textual variants in the Greek text
(D).
This study is inductive,7 examining words and phrases in view of the
context of a passage, identifying variant readings in Codex D,8 considering their cause, and their effect on a reading of the passage, and then
working, where possible, toward an overall identification of the theological tendency of the variants regarding women in Acts.9 This study
will not attempt to approach the text from the presuppositions of a
patriarchal or feminist perspective, but from a textual focus that permits
the text to inform one’s perspectives and presuppositions.10
Epp seems to be correct that a study limited to Acts is more helpful
than a study of Luke–Acts because ‘characteristic features of the
“Western” text and Codex Bezae are the most prominent and abundant in
Acts’, and because a study of Acts avoids the possible effect of a
‘harmonistic influence’ of the Gospels.11 Epp also astutely notes that it is
not where texts are in agreement, but where they disagree, that the theological differences become evident.12 The standard text against which
divided into kw~la, that is, lines of varying length with the object of making the
pauses in sense come at the end of lines’.
7.
Epp, Theological Tendency, pp. 24-34, identifies a similar methodology, but
he extends it to identifying the significance of variant Western readings beyond
Codex D itself.
8.
Read-Heimerdinger, The Bezan Text, pp. 5-19, argues for the benefit of
focusing upon an actual manuscript, like Codex D, rather than upon ‘a hypothetical
text reconstructed from a range of witnesses’ in the Western text, because a focused
study leads to more certain results.
9.
Read-Heimerdinger, The Bezan Text, pp. 19-25, argues forcefully for a
theological purpose in Codex D even if her counterbalancing explanation of the
Alexandrian text as a ‘historical account’ is questionable.
10. Witherington describes this interpretive tension well when, writing on the
same subject, he says, ‘Of course, no one comes to the text without presuppositions,
but this author has tried to let the text inform and reform his presuppositions so that it
is the text that has the last say about the material’ (Women in the Earliest Churches,
p. 2).
11. Epp, Theological Tendency, p. 26; see also Strange, Text of Acts, p. 1;
Metzger writes, ‘No known manuscript has so many and such remarkable variations
from what is usually taken to be the normal New Testament text. Codex Bezae’s
special characteristic is the free addition (and occasional omission) of words,
sentences, and even incidents’ (Text of the New Testament, p. 50).
12. Epp, Theological Tendency, p. 40, says, ‘Differences and only the
differences reveal the distinctive driving force and direction of movement of a thinker
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variants will be identified is the Alexandrian text as identified in the
Nestle–Aland27 (N–A27) or United Bible Societies4 (UBSGNT4) editions.13 However, if there is any variance in the N–A27, I will follow
Codex B Vaticanus as laid out by J.H. Ropes.14 This study will not
consider the variants which can be explained as unintentional, accidental
and/or mechanical due to faulty eyesight, hearing, errors of the mind, or
closely related to a larger tradition. The objection, then, that an emphasis on textual
variants overlooks the overwhelming majority of textual agreement among all New
Testament texts and textual traditions is not well founded. This extensive agreement is
obvious enough, but what is not so obvious is that twist or torsional strain which a
specific text or textual tradition is bringing to bear upon the common textual material
being transmitted. And it is precisely the textual variants which can bring to light this
distinctive thrust’ (see also p. 35).
13. It is understood that the Nestle–Aland critical text is not the ‘original’ text.
Even the introduction to the N–A27 identifies the text as ‘a working text’ that is ‘not to
be considered as definitive, but as a stimulus to further efforts toward defining and
verifying the text of the New Testament’ (Kurt Aland, Matthew Black, Carlo M.
Martini, Bruce M. Metzger, and Allen Wilkgren, Novum Testamentum Graece
(Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 27th edn, 2001), p. 3. See also Epp,
Theological Tendency, p. 36. Nevertheless, the Nestle–Aland text is an attempt to
reconstruct an ‘original’ text from extant sources (primarily, but not exclusively, from
the Alexandrian text composed of codices ), A, B, C, Y, Papyri 45, 50, 56, 57, 58,
74, and the minuscules 33, 81, 104, 326, 1175, 1241, and 1739); see F.F. Bruce, The
Acts of the Apostles: Greek Text with Introduction and Commentary (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 3rd edn, 1990), pp. 70-71; Bruce M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on
the Greek New Testament: A Companion Volume to the United Bible Societies’
Greek New Testament (Third Edition) (Stuttgart: United Bible Societies, corr. edn,
1975), pp. 259, 271-72; Head, ‘Acts and the Problem of its Texts’, pp. 418-19. As
such, the Nestle–Aland text is the foundation for much present New Testament study;
see Haenchen, Acts of the Apostles, p. 50; Luke Timothy Johnson, The Acts of the
Apostles (Sacra Pagina, 5; Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1992), pp. 2-3; Bruce,
Acts of the Apostles: Greek Text, p. 77; Ben Witherington, III, The Acts of the
Apostles: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), p. 68;
William J. Larkin, Acts (The IVP New Testament Commentary Series; Downers
Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1995), p. 23; I. Howard Marshall, The Acts of the
Apostles: An Introduction and Commentary (TNTC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1980), p. 46. Consequently, the Nestle–Aland text is a viable choice as a ‘base text’
against which textual variants in Codex D may be identified. See Head, ‘Acts and the
Problem of its Texts’, pp. 443-44; Metzger, Textual Commentary, pp. 259-72; ReadHeimerdinger, The Bezan Text, p. 7 n. 7.
14. J.H. Ropes, The Text of Acts, in F.J. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake
(eds.), The Beginnings of Christianity. Part I: The Acts of the Apostles, III (London:
Macmillan, 1926).
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errors of judgment.15 Instead, this study will consider those variants
which appear to be intentional, including changes in spelling and
grammar, and especially alterations made for doctrinal considerations,
since these changes are in the realm of theological development.16 The
use of the term ‘intentional’ is not meant to be pejorative, but
descriptive, as thinking scribes made good-faith emendations in an
attempt to rectify apparent error in the text.17
2. An Examination of Selected Passages in the Book of Acts
a. Acts 1.14 (The Apostles and Women in Prayer)
1. The Context of Acts 1.14. The verse in question occurs within a larger
logical unit, Acts 1.1–2.47, which includes the following sub-units: the
prologue, (1.1-2),18 the programmatic prelude (1.3-14),19 and the book’s
15. Metzger, Text of the New Testament, pp. 186-95.
16. Metzger, Text of the New Testament, pp. 195-206; Epp, Theological
Tendency, p. 35.
17. Metzger, Text of the New Testament, p. 195; Metzger, Textual Commentary,
pp. 264-65.
18. Some biblical literary critics combine Acts 1.1-2 and 1.3-14 into a single unit
of 1.1-14 because of similar themes, audience (the Twelve) and the smooth transition
of the prologue into vv. 3 and following. D.W. Palmer, ‘The Literary Background of
Acts 1.1-4’, NTS 33 (1987), pp. 427-38 (427 n. 1) (who nevertheless recognizes the
prologue as a distinct literary form); Robert C. Tannehill, The Narrative Unity of
Luke–Acts: A Literary Interpretation. II. The Acts of the Apostles (Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 1990), p. 9. Nevertheless, the complex nature of the single Greek
sentence is reminiscent of Lk. 1.1-4; therefore, it may be better to distinguish between
the units of 1.1-2 and 1.3-14. See F. Blass, A. Debrunner, and Robert W. Funk, A
Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), § 464; Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The
Gospel According to Luke (I-IX): Introduction, Translation, and Notes (AB, 28;
Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1981), p. 288; Philip E. Satterthwaite, ‘Acts against
the Background of Classical Rhetoric’, in Winter and Clarke (eds.), The Book of Acts
in its First Century Setting. I. The Book of Acts in its Ancient Literary Setting, pp.
337-79 (353); Hans Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles (trans. James Limburg, A.
Thomas Kraabel, and Donald H. Juel; Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1987), pp. 3-4; Loveday Alexander, The Preface of Luke’s Gospel: Literary
Convention and Social Context in Luke 1.1-4 and Acts 1.1 (SNTSMS, 78;
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), pp. 102-46; Charles H. Talbert,
Reading Acts: A Literary and Theological Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles
(New York: Crossroad, 1997), p. 19.
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first major panel where the promise of the Father is prepared for,
received, and presented (1.15–2.47).20
The prologue provides continuity with Lukas’s21 previous work and
furnishes an update on the Gospel so that the plot can develop further.22
The prelude is unfolded through a general statement (1.3-5), which is
enlarged to include more specific development (1.6-14). It is programmatic in that it foreshadows essential themes that Lukas will develop in
Acts: the eschatological import of the coming of the Spirit,23 baptism,24

19. William S. Kurz, Reading Luke–Acts: Dynamics of Biblical Narrative
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1993), p. 80, understands Acts 2–3 to function
in the book like the first two chapters in the Gospel of Luke and the prologue in the
Gospel of John. However, by delaying the programmatic chapters until ch. 2, Kurz
seems to break the typical pattern of both of his examples. While it is true that themes
exist in Acts 2–3 which are further developed in the book, they first arise in the
prologue and programmatic prelude.
20. Satterthwaite, ‘Acts against the Background of Classical Rhetoric’, pp. 35354.
21. The identity of the historical author(s)/redactor(s) of the book of Acts is
beyond the scope of this study and not necessary knowledge for evaluation of textual
variants. In this article, the author of the book of Acts will be referred to as Lukas, to
distinguish the author from the name of the Gospel. This does not intend to address
the question of the author’s identity.
22. The formal tone of the prologue does not necessarily determine either the
style or the reader’s/listener’s expectations for the remainder of the narrative. F.
Gerald Downing, ‘Theophilus’s First Reading of Luke–Acts’, in C.M. Tuckett (ed.),
Luke’s Literary Achievement: Collected Essays (JSNTSup, 116; Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press, 1995), pp. 91-109 (96-98); see also Alexander, The Preface of
Luke’s Gospel, pp. 200-201, 206. Rather it provides a smooth transition from Luke’s
Gospel to the narrative of Acts, invokes the preface to the Gospel of Luke as
controlling for both works, provides continuity between Jesus (in the Gospel) and his
apostles (in Acts), continues the narrator’s relationship to the reader (Theophilus),
and continues the story begun in the Gospel of Luke; see Steven M. Sheeley,
Narrative Asides in Luke–Acts (JSNTSup, 72; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), pp.
134-35.
23. Acts 1.5-8; this is identified as the promise of the Father about which Jesus
told the disciples. See also 2.16-21; 3.19-21; 8.17; 9.17-18; 10.44-47; 19.6. The
coming of the Spirit had an Old Testament connection to and expectation of the
coming of the kingdom attached to it (cf. Isa. 32.15-20; 44.3-5; Ezek. 39.28-29; Joel
2.28; Zech. 12.8-10).
24. Acts 1.5; 8.12-13, 36; 16.15, 33; 19.3-7.
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being witnesses to the Jews and all peoples25 of the death and resurrection of Jesus,26 the return of Jesus as judge,27 and an earlier division
among the disciples28 which was replaced by unity.29
In Acts 1.12-14, the narrative begins to move from its programmatic
prologue into its first major panel, with the return of the apostles to
Jerusalem. That the apostles are in view is emphasized through the
naming of the Eleven (Acts 1.13). However, in the next verse, the group
is expanded to include women, the mother of Jesus, and his brothers
(Acts 1.14). Unlike the conflict and division described in the Gospel of
Luke (Lk. 22.20-24, 33-34; 24.36-49), here the disciples of Jesus are
unified as they pray30 with one mind (o(moqumado/n).
2. Textual Variant in Acts 1.14. Against this background, Codex D offers
a theologically significant textual variant regarding women in Acts 1.14:
N–A27 (Vaticanus)
ou[toi
pa&ntej
h}san
proskarterou~ntej o(moqumado\n th~|
proseuxh|~ su\n gunaici\n kai\ Maria_m
th=| mhtri\ tou=31 'Ihsou~ kai\ su\n32 toi=j
a)delfoi=j au)tou~.

Codex D
ou[toi
pa&ntej
h}san
proskarterou~ntej o(moqumado\n th~|
proseuxh|~ su\n tai= j gunaici\n kai\
te/ k noij kai\ Maria_ th=| mhtri\ tou=
'Ihsou~ kai\ toi=j a)delfoi=j au)tou~.33

The inclusion of ‘women’ along with the apostles and the brothers of
Jesus in prayer for the awaited Spirit appears to have been minimized by
the addition in Codex D of ‘and children’.34 The Alexandrian text leaves
25. ‘The ends of the earth’ (Acts 1.8) is not so much a geographical reference as
another way of saying ‘to all peoples’ (cf. Isa. 8.9; 48.20; 49.6; 62.11).
26. Acts 2–4; 7; 10; 13; 17; 22–26; 28.
27. The angels emphasize that Jesus will return as judge (1.11; cf. Luke 12.3548; 19.11-27). See also Acts 17.
28. Lk. 22.20-24, 33-34; 24.36-49.
29. Acts 1.14-26; 2.44-46; 8; 10; 19.
30. For continuity with the Gospel see Lk. 11.9-13; 18.1-8.
31. Codex Vaticanus does not include the article tou= in the text.
32. N–A27 does not include the preposition su\n but follows the reading in ), A,
C* and D.
33. Here and below, significant variants in Codex D are highlighted in bold.
34. Although the critical apparatus in N–A27 only notes the addition of kai\
te/knoij, Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 284; Josep Rius-Camps and Jenny ReadHeimerdinger, The Message of Acts in Codex Bezae: A Comparison with the
Alexandrian Tradition. I. Acts 1.1–5.42: Jerusalem (JSNTSup, 257; London: T. &
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the identity of these women open to include those who accompanied
Jesus in his itinerate ministry from Galilee to Jerusalem (cf. Lk. 8.1-3)
including those who were the first witnesses to the resurrection, and
perhaps the wives of the apostles.35 The phrase, su\n gunaici/n, without
the article, may possibly be a reference to ‘wives’.36 However, once the
article and ‘children’ are added to the text, the identity of the women is
limited to the wives of the apostles.37 Not only does this change in Codex
D imply that some of the disciples were married and had children, but
that the women in the upper room may not have included those who were
with Jesus as he traveled. Additionally, the message is that the women in
the upper room were not there as independent people alongside the men
in prayer and as witnesses,38 but as wives of the apostles tending to their
children. This is a more subordinate positioning of women.39
In view of the contextual unity with the Gospel of Luke mentioned
above in Acts 1.1-14, it appears that the ambiguity of the Alexandrian
reading allows for, and, as most commentators agree, argues for the more
T. Clark International, 2004), p. 56, and Ropes, Text of Acts, p. 6, note that Codex D
also includes the article before women, i.e. su\n tai=j gunaici\n kai\ te/knoij. Even
without the article, the phrase su\n gunaici\n kai\ te/knoij could mean ‘with their
wives and children’ as in Acts 21.5; see the NET Bible.
35. Rius-Camps and Read-Heimerdinger, Message of Acts, pp. 56, 104.
36. Martin M. Culy and Mikeal C. Parsons, Acts: A Handbook on the Greek
Text (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2003), p. 13, say, ‘It is unclear whether
this term refers to “wives”, or to “women” in general. Given the fact that the subject,
“all these”, refers to a list of men, a reference to “wives” is superficially the most
natural way to take su\n gunaici/n’; Kirsopp Lake and Henry J. Cadbury, additionally
note: ‘It is slightly supported also by the kai/ before Maria/m, which suggests that
she was not one of the gunai~kej, and thus the gunai=kej means “wives”’ (English
Translation and Commentary, in F.J. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake [eds.], The
Beginnings of Christianity: Part I: The Acts of the Apostles, IV [London:
Macmillan, 1933], p. 11).
37. Rius-Camps and Read-Heimerdinger, Message of Acts, p. 56; Metzger
translates the D variant as ‘with their wives and children’ (Textual Commentary, p.
284).
38. Conzelmann writes, ‘When D adds kai\ te/knoij, “and children”, it shows
that it no longer understands that Luke portrays those who are present as witnesses’
(Acts of the Apostles, p. 9).
39. As Bruce states, ‘playing down the independent status of the women’ (Acts
of the Apostles: Greek Text, p. 106). See also Witherington, Acts of the Apostles, p.
113 n. 39; Witherington, ‘Anti-Feminist Tendencies’, p. 82; Culy and Parsons, Acts,
p. 13; Haenchen, Acts of the Apostles, p. 154 n. 3. See also Reimer, Women in the
Acts, p. 232.
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generic sense of ‘women’ rather than ‘wives of the apostles’, including
those mentioned as disciples in the Gospel of Luke (Lk. 8.1-3; 23.55;
24.1, 9, 22).40 It also appears that this account in Acts 1.14 is one where
Lukas has placed women in parallel with men to emphasize their mutual
involvement in the gospel (cf. Ananias and Sapphira in Acts 5; Priscilla
and Aquila in Acts 18; Felix and Drusilla in Acts 24; Agrippa and Bernice in Acts 25; the summary statement in Acts 5.14; Paul’s persecutions
in Acts 9.2; and Dionysius and Damaris in Acts 17.34).41
Consequently, Codex D appears to limit the meaning of the text in
Acts 1.14 so as to place women in a more subordinate role in the early
Church. This limiting may well imply that the scribe recognized the
liberating implications of the Alexandrian text’s description of women
as participants equal with men in the upper room as they waited for the
promise of the Spirit.
b. Acts 16.14-15, 40 (Lydia and her Household)
1. The Context of Acts 16.14-15. This is Lukas’s sixth panel in the book
of Acts, built between two summary statements in 16.5 and 19.20. On
one hand, this is a unit of continuation in that Paul’s missionary journeys
are continued. The fifth and sixth panels seem to have a seamless union
where the mission is prepared for (Acts 16.1-5), and then commences
(from Acts 16.6). On the other hand, this is a unit of distinctions in that
Paul was demonstrated ‘before men’ to be a true apostle with the true
gospel message for all peoples in the fifth panel (Acts 12.25–16.5), but in
this panel Paul is demonstrated ‘before God’ to be a true apostle with the
true gospel message for all peoples. Lukas emphasizes the divine
direction and control of the Pauline mission in these units. The irony and
sovereignty of God is seen in Paul being forbidden to preach the word in
Asia (Acts 16.6), but by the end of the panel all of Asia has heard the
word of God (19.10).

40. Witherington, Acts of the Apostles, pp. 113-14; Bruce, Acts of the Apostles:
Greek Text, p. 106; Haenchen, Acts of the Apostles, p. 154. As Culy writes, ‘Given
the fact that Acts is the second of two volumes, however, and the fact that Luke
spends a significant amount of time in the first chapter refreshing the memory of
Theophilus, it would also be natural to “assume that Luke means the same women he
has mentioned at the end of his first volume—female disciples (cf. Luke 23.55; 24.1,
9, 22)”’ (Acts, p. 13); Reimer, Women in the Acts, pp. 232-33.
41. Witherington, Women in the Earliest Churches, pp. 143-45.
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Because the remaining textual variants discussed in this study occur in
this sixth panel, its macro-structure follows as a guide to context:
The Sovereign Mission at Philippi (16.6-40)
Prologue: The sovereign call to Macedonia (16.6-10)
a. The sovereign conversion of a woman (16.11-15)
b. The sovereign conversion of a man (16.16-34)
Epilogue: The sovereign vindication of God’s servants (16.35-40)
The Movement of the True Gospel Mission from Thessalonica to Corinth (17.1–
18.17)
Ministry toward the Jews (17.1-15)
—Negative: The mission to the Thessalonians (17.1-9)
—Positive: The mission to the Bereans (17.10-15)
Ministry toward the Gentiles (17.16–18.17)
—Negative: The mission to the Athenians (17.16-34)
—Positive: The mission to the Corinthians (18.1-17)
The Climax of the Gospel Mission in Asia at Ephesus (18.18–19.20)
Ephesus is bypassed again to leave Priscilla and Aquila there (18.18-23)
Priscilla and Aquila instruct Apollos (18.24-28)
Paul apostolically bestows the Spirit on about twelve men (19.1-7)
Paul speaks the word of God so that all of Asia hears it (19.8-10)
Paul demonstrates the uniqueness of God’s power: healings, exorcism,
repentance (19.11-19)

Witherington correctly identifies Lukas’s parallel structure in the
conversion of one woman, Lydia (16.12-15, 40), and one man, the jailer
(16.23-39), as a means of expressing parity in God’s plan of salvation.42
2. Textual Variant in Acts 16.14. Epp argues through a phrase added at
the end of Acts 18.8 (pisteu/ontej tw|~ qew~|) that Codex D is portraying
a favoritism towards Gentile proselytes over Jewish proselytes, the latter
of whom would have been described with ku/rioj following
pisteu/ein.43 However, this argument seems to break down when it
comes to the variant regarding Lydia in Acts 16.14:
N–A27 (Vaticanus)

Codex D*

kai/ tij gunh\ o)no/mati Ludi/a, kai/ tij gunh\ o)no/mati Ludi/a,
porfuro/pwlij po/lewj Quatei/rwn porfuro/pwlij
th= j
po/lewj
sebome/nh to\n qeo/n, h1kouen, h{j o9 Quatei/rwn
sebome/nh
to\n

42. Witherington, Women in the Earliest Churches, pp. 147-48.
43. Epp, Theological Tendency, pp. 87-91; see also Witherington, ‘AntiFeminist Tendencies’, p. 83.
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ku/rioj dih/noicen th\n kardi/an ku/ r ion,45 h1kousen, h{j o9 ku/rioj
prose/xein toi=j laloume/noij u(po\ dih/noicen th\n kardi/an prose/xein
[tou~]44 Pau/lou.
toi=j laloume/noij u(po\ Pau/lou.

Codex D’s change of qeo/n to ku/rion in Acts 16.14 seems to be a move in
exactly the opposite direction from Epp’s thesis because, if he is right,
Codex D is presenting Lydia as a Jewish proselyte through the use of
sebome/nh to\n ku/rion rather than a Gentile one, even though in Acts
16.15 Codex D substitutes qew~| for kuri/w| intimating that she is a Gentile
proselyte.46
One might understand why this switch occurs in Codex D since
Lydia’s conversion is occurring both in a Gentile area and in a contextual
setting of Paul searching for a synagogue. It appears in Acts 16.13 that
Paul went outside of the city to attend a Jewish synagogue, but found
none: ‘on the Sabbath day we went outside the gate to a riverside, where
we were supposing that there would be a place of prayer; and we sat
down and began speaking to the women who had assembled’.47 Bruce
notes that this may imply that there were very few resident Jews in the
city because it only took ten Jewish men to organize a synagogue.48
Nevertheless, based upon Paul’s search for a synagogue, Bruce seems to
conclude that Lydia was a Jewish proselyte.49 It seems that Codex D flips
back and forth describing Lydia through the lens of the immediate
context as a Jewish proselyte in 16.14 (sebome/nh to\n ku/rion) and
through a broader lens as a Gentile, viewing Philippi as a place where
Gentiles would live in 16.15 (ei0 kekri/kate/ me pisth\n tw|~ qew|~ ei]nai).
Witherington suggests that the term sebome/nh connotes Lydia as a

44. Codex B does not include the article tou~ before Pau/lou. In this sense, it
comports with Codex D.
45. The term ku/rion is found in D* and not in D, where qeo\n is employed; see
Ropes, Text of Acts, p. 155.
46. Epp does recognize that v. 14 is a difficulty to his view, but attempts to work
his way around it when he says, ‘If this difficulty is insurperable, then xvi.15 must be
taken as the exception which proves the rule, or else must be considered a special,
later reading of D’ (Theological Tendency, p. 90). This argument reads as special
pleading.
47. Acts 16.13 in the NASB.
48. F.F. Bruce, The Book of Acts (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, rev. edn,
1988), pp. 310-11 n. 37.
49. Bruce, Book of Acts, p. 359.
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‘Gentile who worships the biblical God’, but offers no particular support
based upon the terms for God as argued by Epp.50
Consequently, it appears that this particular textual variant does not
offer any nuanced insight into Codex D’s perspective on women. With
either reading in 16.14 or 16.15, Lydia is viewed as a proselyte; more
cannot be said.
3. Textual Variant in Acts 16.15. In Acts 16.15, Codex D adds to the
narrative by placing the term ‘all’, pa~j, before ‘house’ with the article,
o( oi]koj.
N–A27 (Vaticanus)

Codex D

w(j de\ e0bapti/sqh kai\ o( oi]koj w(j de\ e0bapti/sqh kai\ pa~ j o( oi]koj
au0th~j
au0th~j

This seems to be a characteristic expansion by Codex D,51 but the reason
for the expansion is not clear. If Codex D was intending to minimize
Lydia, one would not expect an expansion to identify her whole household as being baptized. The household probably included servants and
children, although Witherington notes that baptism of a household may
not have always included a commitment of faith by every member, since
the head of a household often determined the religion of that household.52 If that is the case, the addition by Codex D may have been an
attempt to emphasize the conversion of all rather than the social alignment of all with the head of the house. If so, this may be a case where the
expansion of Codex D compliments Lydia rather than detracts from her.
It is also true that the expansion ‘all’ may not be an attempt by Codex D
to say anything about Lydia, but to comment upon the effect of Paul’s
words on everyone in the household. Therefore, the theological significance of Codex D is indeterminate in this passage.
4. Textual Variants in Acts 16.40. The textual variants in Acts 16.40 may
provide some slight insight into a concern for Codex D.
N–A27 (Vaticanus)

Codex D

e0celqo/ntej de\ a)po\ th~j fulakh~j e0celqo/ntej de\ e0k th~j fulakh~j
ei0sh~lqon pro\j th\n Ludi/an kai\ h] l qon pro\j th\n Ludi/an kai\
50.
51.
52.

Witherington, Acts of the Apostles, p. 493.
Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 447.
Witherington, Acts of the Apostles, p. 493 n. 102.
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i0do/ntej
pareka&lesan
a)delfou\j kai\ e0ch~lqan.

tou\j i0do/ntej
tou\j
a)delfou\j
dihgh/ s anto
o3 s a
e0 p oi/ h sen
ku/ r ioj au0 t oi= j , parekale/santej
au0tou/j, kai\ e0ch~lqan.

Codex D first of all changes the verb in the first part of v. 40 from
ei0se/rxomai, conveying the sense of entering into the house,53 to
e1rxomai with the more generic sense of coming from one place to
another.54 This change may have been an attempt to protect the
reputation of Paul and those with him by bringing him only up to
Lydia’s house, and not into her house. However, if this was a concern of
Codex D, one wonders why there is not a variant reading at Acts 16.15
where Lydia urges the team to stay in her house (ei0selqo/ntej ei0j to\n
oi]ko/n mou me/nete), also using ei0se/rxomai. Perhaps Codex D does not
make the change in Acts 16.15 because the text emphasizes that Lydia
prevailed upon them (parabia&sato h9ma~j), but in Acts 16.40, the team
is coming to Lydia’s house on their way out of prison and as they are
departing the region, so the writer of Codex D emphasizes that they did
not go into her home.
The second significant textual variant in this unit is the sentence, ‘and
they related the things that the Lord had done to them’ (dihgh/santo
o3sa e0poi/hsen ku/rioj au0toi=j). This expansion of Codex B’s ‘they
encouraged the brethren’ (pareka&lesan tou\j a)delfou/j) is an attempt
not only to identify the content of the team’s encouragement, but to give
the Lord the credit for their release from prison. Perhaps from reading
16.37-38 one might have the impression that Paul was the mastermind
behind their deliverance; therefore Codex D inserts an amplification that
identifies the mover behind their deliverance as the Lord, which provides
encouragement to the brethren.
5. Conclusion. Unlike Codex D’s expansion in Acts 1.14, the textual
variants in Acts 16.14, 15, and 40 do not reveal a great deal about Codex
53. William Arndt, Frederick W. Danker, Walter Bauer, A Greek–English
Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 3rd edn, 2000) (further referred to as BDAG), s.v.
ei0se/rxomai p. 294; Johannes P. Louw and Eugene Albert Nida, Greek–English
Lexicon of the New Testament: Based on Semantic Domains (New York: United
Bible Societies, 2nd edn, 1996), I, p. 194.
54. BDAG, s.v. e1rxomai, p. 393; Louw and Nida, Semantic Domains, I, pp.
182, 192.
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D’s theological concern for women. In Acts 16.14, the writer seems to
switch back and forth between ku/rioj and qeo/j so as to make the
identity of Lydia as a Jewish or Gentile proselyte indeterminable. The
expansion in Acts 16.15 to pa~j o( oi]koj au0th~j may be an endorsement
of Lydia, or of God’s work of conversion through Paul; it is hard to
know for sure. The change of the verb in Acts 16.40 from ei0se/rxomai to
e1rxomai may reflect an attempt to keep the team from entering Lydia’s
home, but if so, one wonders why the same verb was not changed in Acts
16.15. Finally, the addition to Acts 16.40 of dihgh/santo o3sa e0poi/hsen
ku/rioj au0toi=j does seem to reflect a theological concern to give credit
to the Lord for the team’s deliverance, but this concern does not reflect
directly on women. While the writer of Codex D appears to make
expansions out of theological concerns, those discussed in this section
offer little light on Codex D’s view of women.
c. Acts 17.4, 12 (Prominent Women)
1. The Context of Acts 17.4, 12. Broadly speaking, the context of this unit
was laid out in the outline above. In Acts 17.1-15, Paul followed his
usual pattern of first reaching out to the Jews; then in Acts 17.16–18.7 he
ministered to the Gentiles. Each broad unit includes a duality and
balance. As Paul reached out to the Jews, the message was rejected by the
Thessalonians (17.1-9), but accepted by the Bereans (17.10-15). Acts
17.1-9 describes the Jewish mission to the Thessalonians. Paul and Silas
passed through Amphipolis and Apollonia, and came to Thessalonica
where there was a Jewish synagogue, and where Paul argued for Jesus as
Messiah from the Scriptures for three weeks. Acts 17.4 describes some of
the positive fruit of Paul’s mission as some were persuaded, including
God-fearing Greeks and quite a few prominent women.
2. Textual Variant in Acts 17.4. The textual variant in Acts 17.4, centered
upon the term gunh/, provides significant insight into the theological
disposition of the writer of Codex D toward women.
N–A27 (Vaticanus)

Codex D

kai/ tinej e0c au0tw~n e0pei/sqhsan kai\ kai/ tinej e0c au0tw~n e0pei/sqhsan kai\
proseklhrw&qhsan tw~| Pau/lw| kai\ proseklhrw&qhsan tw~| Pau/lw| kai\
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[tw~|]55 Sila|~, tw~n te sebome/nwn tw~| Silai/a| th| ~ didaxh~ | polloi\
9Ellh/nwn plh=qoj polu\,56 gunaikw~n tw~n sebome/nwn kai\ 9Ellh/nwn
te tw~n prw&twn ou0k57 o)li/gai. 58
plh=qoj polu\, kai\ gunai= k ej tw~n
prw&twn ou0k o)li/gai.

The significant difference for this study between the two readings is that
the Alexandrian text, gunaikw~n te tw~n prw&twn, has the sense of
‘prominent/leading women’, whereas the text in Codex D, kai\ gunai=kej
tw~n prw&twn means ‘wives of prominent/leading men’. Although the
Alexandrian text (gunaikw~n te tw~n prw&twn) could be translated as
‘wives of the leading men’ (since the genitive plural forms of prw~toj
for masculine and feminine look the same), Codex D kai\ gunai=kej tw~n
prw&twn, makes such a reading explicit by changing the case of gunh/
from genitive, which agrees with prw&twn, to nominative, so that the
genitive prw&twn specifically refers to men.59 By making this change,
Codex D has eliminated the possibility that the adjective prw&twn could
refer to the women.60 Although Ropes identifies Codex D as the ‘better
reading’ because the Alexandrian text could easily have been altered for
grammatical uniformity,61 Metzger prefers the reading in the Alexandrian text because of its manuscript support and because it is more
likely that copyists would have replaced the connective te with the more
common kai/.62
Although the Alexandrian text is ambiguous, if gunaikw~n refers to
‘women’ rather than ‘wives’, the meaning would be significant. The
term for ‘prominent’, prw~toj, was used in the New Testament to
describe people who were first, foremost, and most prominent in a social
setting.63 It was used to describe Peter as the ‘first’ among the apostles
(Mt. 10.2), the ‘first’ one who will be ‘last’ in the future kingdom (Mt.
19.30), the ‘leading’ men among the people who were trying to destroy
55. Unlike Codex B, the N–A27 includes the article tw|~ before the proper noun
Sila|~.
56. The N–A27 reads polu\.
57. Codex B reads ou0x.
58. Codex B reads o9li/gai.
59. See Culy and Parsons, Acts, p. 326.
60. Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 453; Lake and Cadbury, English
Translation and Commentary, p. 204; Witherington, ‘Anti-Feminist Tendencies’, p.
82.
61. Ropes, Text of Acts, p. 162.
62. Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 453.
63. BDAG, s.v. prw~toj, p. 893.
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Jesus (Lk. 19.47), the ‘leading’ men of Galilee for whom Herod gave a
banquet on his birthday (Mk 6.21), and the ‘leading’ men among the
Jews who brought charges against Paul (Acts 25.2; see also Acts 28.17).
Therefore, for prw~toj to be applied to women is to identify them as
those who are politically on a par with men in society—part of a social
elite. Such a view also seems to comport with what was known about
Macedonian women at this time.64
While it is possible that the scribe of Codex D was simply clarifying an
ambiguous reading in Codex B, it is also possible that the change plays
down the prominence of women. The motive behind this textual change
may become clearer when a similar phrase appears in Acts 17.12 below.
3. Textual Variant in Acts 17.12. After the uproar by the Jews in Acts
17.5-9, the believers from Thessalonica sent Paul and Silas away by
night to Berea, where they again went to a Jewish synagogue (Acts
17.10-11). As Lukas describes the identity of those who believed in Acts
17.12, a textual problem arises that is similar to the one found in Acts
17.4 above.
N–A27 (Vaticanus)
polloi\ me\n ou]n e0c au0tw~n
e0pi/steusan kai\ tw~n ‘Ellhni/dwn
gunaikw~n tw~n eu0sxhmo&nwn kai\
a)ndrw~n ou0k o0li/goi.

Codex D
tine\ j me\n ou]n au0tw~n e0pi/steusan,
tine\ j de\ h0 p i/ s thsan, kai\ tw~n
‘Ellh/ n wn
kai\
tw~ n
eu0 s xhmo/ n wn
a] n drej
kai\
gunai= k ej i9 k anoi\ e0 p i/ s teusan.

The difference between these readings is significant, and sheds light on
what Codex D appeared to be doing in Acts 17.4. Whereas the Alexandrian text might be translated: ‘Therefore many of them believed,
along with a number of prominent Greek women and men’,65 the variant
in Codex D can be translated: ‘Some of them therefore believed, but
some did not believe, and many of the Greeks, both men and women of
the better class believed.’66

64. Bruce, Book of Acts, p. 323; Witherington, Women in the Earliest Churches,
pp. 11-13.
65. NASB.
66. Bruce, Book of Acts, p. 326 n. 20. Ramsay translates Codex D more literally,
but the sense is the same: ‘And of the Greeks and of those of honourable estate, men
and women in considerable numbers believed’ (William M. Ramsay, The Church in
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Everything is parsed ‘more judiciously’ in Codex D’s alternative
reading; Metzger identifies this as a smoothing out of the text so as to
provide better Greek.67 Instead of focusing upon many believing, Codex
D states that some believed and adds that some did not believe.68 But even
more importantly for this study, Codex D switches the order from
‘women and men’ (gunaikw~n tw~n eu0sxhmo&nwn kai\ a)ndrw~n) to ‘men
and women’ (tw~n eu0sxhmo/nwn a]ndrej kai\ gunai=kej i9kanoi/) thereby
reversing the priority given to women in the Alexandrian text.69 This
change in Acts 17.12 leads many commentators to interpret Codex D’s
alternative reading in Acts 17.4 to be more than a clarification of an
ambiguous text; it is rather an intentional move to play down the importance of women.70
In both the Alexandrian text and Codex D, a strong adjective,
eu0sxh/mwn, is used to describe these prominent women, meaning those
who were ‘especially worthy of public admiration, prominent, of high
standing/repute, noble’71 (see Acts 13.50). This is similar to Acts 17.4
where the adjective ‘prominent’ is employed (prw~toj). Witherington
suggests that eu0sxh/mwn probably refers to both men and women, but
that placement of ‘women’ before the adjective (gunaikw~n tw~n
eu0sxhmo&nwn kai\ a)ndrw~n) suggests that more women than men
believed the message.72 In any case, the order in the Alexandrian text
the Roman Empire before A.D. 170 [London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1897; repr.
Grand Rapids: Baker, 1979], pp. 160-61).
67. Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 454.
68. Concerning this expansion, Ramsay writes, ‘Considering the mutual jealousy
between Greeks of different districts which has characterized their history alike in
ancient times and at the present day, we may here perhaps see that a native of Asia
seizes the opportunity of emphasizing the fact that some disbelieved, whereas the
received text merely says that “many of them believed”’ (The Church, p. 160).
69. Bruce, Book of Acts, p. 326 n. 20; Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 454.
70. Bruce, Acts of the Apostles: Greek Text, pp. 369, 374; Culy and Parsons,
Acts, pp. 326, 330; Ropes describes the activity here and in Acts 18 as an ‘“antifeminist” tendency’. Text of Acts, p. ccxxxiv. Haenchen writes, ‘The emphasis on
noble women is here effaced’ (Acts of the Apostles, p. 508 n. 5); Witherington, Acts
of the Apostles, p. 509 n. 171; Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles, p. 135; Ramsay
writes, ‘The omission [of Damaris in 17:34] may be compared with the change in the
second part of xvii.12. The reason for both changes is the same: they are due to
dislike to the prominence assigned to women in the accepted text’ (Ramsay, The
Church, p. 161).
71. BDAG, s.v. eu0sxh/mwn, p. 414.
72. Witherington, Acts of the Apostles, p. 509 n. 171.
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does support priority of women over men. Just as a listing of the apostles
emphasizes an order of importance (Mk 3.16-19), so listing women
ahead of men suggests an order of importance. This theme of order and
priority is one of which Codex D is aware, as will become more evident
in the discussion of Priscilla and Aquila below in Acts 18.26.
4. Conclusion. The scribe(s) of Codex D demonstrates a much stronger
theological bias against women in Acts 17.4 and Acts 17.12 than in Acts
16.14, 15, and 40. This bias seems to be more in line with the intention
behind the variant in Acts 1.14. In Acts 17.4, Codex D turns what is, at
most, an ambivalent text, into one where women are only the wives of
leading men in the community. Even if that is the proper way of
understanding the Alexandrian text, Bruce is right to emphasize that the
initiative to believe was not their husbands’ but theirs.73 But the
Alexandrian text allows for the women themselves to be the ones
identified as prominent in society. Likewise, in Acts 17.12, the women
are emphasized by being listing before the men, and before the adjective
which describes them as socially prominent.74 Codex D reduces their
importance by placing them after the men with the adjective explicitly
modifying both of them. On the other hand, by Lukas’s emphasis upon
women, he contextually includes them in the group of those who
‘received the word with great eagerness, examining the Scriptures daily
to see whether these things were so’,75 thereby allowing them to study
Scripture and emphasizing their freedom and prominence in this new
gospel.76
These passages demonstrate a theological tendency of Codex D to
flatten and deemphasize women as prominent players in Lukas’s story.
They are present, but only in supporting roles as wives and/or alongside
of, and subordinate to, men. These changes by Codex D only make the
statements in favor of women by Codex B more forceful. Lukas sees
women as prominent in society, and now in the new community being
formed. They are not second-class citizens, but leaders among those
following this new way of faith.
73. Bruce, Book of Acts, p. 323.
74. Witherington writes, ‘Interestingly, in each passage it is the women, not the
men, who are qualified by words indicating their importance or eminence’ (Women in
the Earliest Churches, p. 144).
75. NASB.
76. See Witherington, Women in the Earliest Churches, p. 144.
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d. Acts 17.34 (The Omission of Damaris)
1. The Context of Acts 17.34. While Paul was in Athens waiting for Silas
and Timothy, he became disturbed over the idolatry in the city. He began
proclaiming the word of God in the synagogue and the market place,
until at last he spoke before the Gentile philosophers at the Areopagus,
where he urged a resistant people to repent from their idolatry and turn
to the true God who is Creator and will one day judge the world through
his vindicated Servant (Acts 17.16-31). The response to Paul’s message
was mixed, in that some mocked him, others wanted to hear more about
his teaching some other day, and some believed (Acts 17.32-34). Lukas
particularly identifies those who believed, included Dionysius the
Areopagite, and a woman named Damaris (Acts 17.34).
2. Textual Variant in Acts 17.34. It is with the identification of women
among those who believed in Paul’s message that the textual problem in
Codex D arises.
N–A27 (Vaticanus)
tine\j de\ a1ndrej kollhqe/ntej au0tw~|
e0pi/steusan, e0n oi[j kai\ Dionu/sioj
[o9]77
'Areopagi/thj kai\ gunh\
o)no&mati Da&marij kai\ e3teroi su\n
au0toi=j.

Codex D
tine\j de\ a1ndrej e0 k ollh/ q hsan
au0tw~|, e0pi/steusan, e0n oi[j kai\
Dionu/sio/j
tij
'Areopagi/thj
eu0 s xh/ m wn kai\ e3teroi su\n au0toi=j.

Although this textual variant may reveal Codex D’s theological tendency
against women, its transmission makes conclusions tentative. One might
translate Codex B as: ‘But some men joined him and believed, among
whom also were Dionysius the Areopagite and a woman named Damaris
and others with them.’78 Metzger translates the significant changes in
Codex D as ‘among whom also was a certain Dionysius, an Areopagite
of high standing, and others with them’.79 In particular, Codex D omits
‘and a woman named Damaris’ (kai\ gunh\ o)no&mati Da&marij) and adds
the adjective, ‘prominent’ or ‘high standing’ (eu0sxh/mwn).
Ramsay considers this omission to be deliberate, intentional, and
another expression of the anti-feminist tendencies of Codex D,80 while
77. N–A27 includes the article, whereas it is excluded from Codex B.
78. NASB.
79. Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 459.
80. Ramsay, The Church, p. 161; see also Witherington, ‘Anti-Feminist Tendencies’, p. 82; Witherington, Acts of the Apostles, p. 532 n. 262.
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Ropes understands it as a mistaken attempt to do away with a gloss in
Codex E of gunh timia from mulier honesta in e.81 Ropes also understands the adjective added in Codex D, eu0sxh/mwn, to be a survivor of the
gloss,82 while Metzger thinks a ‘gallant scribe’ added it after Da&marij,
because the term is only used of women elsewhere in Acts (13.50; 17.12).
He thinks the adjective was left in by a later scribe when he deleted the
name Damaris.83 Ramsay too argues that eu0sxh/mwn was added to the
name of Damaris because of its use in Acts 13.50 and 17.12, but when the
name Damaris was excised, the adjective remained in the wrong place as
it now reads in Codex D.84 Witherington argues that the textual evidence
does not support so many textual emendations in D.85 In the end,
Cadbury abandons any claim to accurately reconstruct the history of
eu0sxh/mwn in Codex D.86
If the deletion of kai\ gunh\ o)no&mati Da&marij in Codex D was a
process of mistakes by a number of scribes, then it is not possible to
impugn any theological bias to Codex D from this variant. But if the
removal was intentional, there is a clear act to reduce the place of women
in the text.87 Any conclusions depend upon a reconstruction of the
textual evidence. The heart of the problem in explaining Codex D as an
intentional excision of the woman’s name Damaris is the use of the
adjective eu0sxh/mwn to modify Dionysius, since elsewhere in Acts the
adjective is only used of women (13.40; 17.20). However, it is used of
Joseph of Arimathaea, in Mk 15.43. The problem of the placement of
81. Ropes, Text of Acts, p. 170; see also Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 459.
82. Ropes, Text of Acts, p. 170.
83. Metzger, Textual Commentary, pp. 459-60; Bruce seems to follow this
reconstruction when he writes, ‘The original form of the Western text perhaps
described her as eu0sxh/mwn (“of honorable estate”), like the God-fearing Greek
women of Beroea (v. 12)’ (Book of Acts, p. 344 n. 98); see also Haenchen, Acts of
the Apostles, p. 526 n. 5.
84. Ramsay, The Church, p. 161.
85. Witherington argues against Cadbury and Ramsay when he says, ‘Only D
omits the phrase kai\ gunh\ o)no&mati Da&marij, and only D inserts eu0sxh/mwn. If
eu0sxh/mwn was original or even early and ascribed to Damaris, then there likely
would be some other evidence that it was not simply D’s addition’ (‘Anti-Feminist
Tendencies’, p. 82 n. 5).
86. Cadbury, in Lake and Cadbury, English Translation and Commentary, p.
220, says, ‘It must be admitted that no more clumsy way could be found of saying
that the converts included one woman, but I do not know the answer to any of these
questions.’
87. Ramsay, The Church, p. 161.
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eu0sxh/mwn in Codex D is that Dionysius has already been described with
the prestigious title of ’Areopagi/thj—as a member of the counsel or
high court of the Areopagus.88 Therefore one wonders why Codex D also
calls him eu0sxh/mwn; this seems redundant.89 Cadbury rings true when he
says that the use of eu0sxh/mwn seems like a clumsy way to say that
Damaris was present and has been deleted;90 but the duplicative
description of Dionysius is also problematic.
Therefore, the most one may be able to say on this problem is that it is
indeterminate whether Codex D is showing a theological bias, since it is
not clear whether the omission of Damaris was intentional. Witherington
and Ramsay’s strong assertions of D’s anti-feminist bias in this passage91
seem premature, since there is not enough evidence to satisfactorily
explain the existence of the adjective eu0sxh/mwn in Codex D. Theories
abound, but conclusions are only as strong as their underlying arguments.
On the positive side, the Alexandrian text does identify Damaris by
name as one of the people92 who joined and believed Paul. If Codex D’s
omission was intentional, it only highlights how Lukas in Codex B is
emphasizing women as part of the new community that God is building
through Paul. Alongside of men like Dionysius are women like Damaris,
who are receiving the word about Christ and joining the Church—even
in a Gentile land like Athens, where most scoff at God’s wisdom.93
e. Acts 18.2-3, 7, 26 (Priscilla and Aquila)
1. The Context of Acts 18.2-3. In Acts 17.1-15, Paul followed his usual
pattern of first reaching out to the Jews; then in Acts 17.16–18.7 he
ministered to the Gentiles. We have just discussed the textual variants in
the negative passage where Paul reached out to the Gentiles in Athens
88. BDAG, s.v. ’Areopagi/thj, p. 129.
89. Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 459.
90. Cadbury, in Lake and Cadbury, English Translation and Commentary, p.
220.
91. Ramsay, The Church, p. 161; Witherington, ‘Anti-Feminist Tendencies’, p.
82; Witherington, Acts of the Apostles, p. 532 n. 262.
92. The actual term is a0nh/r which is usually translated as ‘man’ or ‘husband’;
but in light of the context which includes Damaris, it has more of the sense of
a1nqrwpoj. BDAG offers the suggestion that, ‘the term was probably chosen in
anticipation of the contrasting gunh/ (is Damaris the wife of one of the men?)’, s.v.
a0nh/r, p. 79.
93. See Witherington’s discussion of parallelism between one man and one
female in this passage (Women in the Earliest Churches, pp. 143-44).
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(17.16-34), now we move to those variants in the positive passage where
Paul preached to the Corinthians (18.1-17). The first set of textual
variants arises in Acts 18.1-5. The setting is after the event in Athens,
when Paul went to Corinth, where he met a Jewish couple to live and
work with, and proclaimed Jesus to the Jews and the Greeks.
2. Textual Variants in Acts 18.2-3. Although there are numerous textual
variants involving Codex D in Acts 18, for the purpose of this study, I am
only going to focus on those that relate to women. Acts 18.2-3 describes
Paul’s introduction to Aquila and Priscilla and reads as follows:
N–A27 (Vaticanus)

Codex D

2 kai\ eu9rw&n tina 0Ioudai=on o0no/mati
'Aku/lan, Pontiko\n tw~| ge/nei
prosfa&twj e0lhluqo/ta a)po\ th~j
'Itali/aj kai\ Pri/skillan gunai=ka
au0tou~, dia_ to\ diatetaxe/nai
<Klau/dion> xwri/zesqai pa&ntaj
tou\j 'Ioudai/ouj a)po\ th~j ‘Rw&mhj,
prosh~lqen au0toi=j

2 kai\ eu9rw&n tina 0Ioudai=on o0no/mati
'Aku/lan, Pontiko\n tw~| ge/nei
prosfa&twj e0 l hluq<o/ t >a a)po\
th~j 'Itali/aj kai\ Pri/skillan
gunai=ka au0tou~, dia_ to tetaxe/nai
Klau/dion xwri/zesqai pa&ntaj
'Ioudai/ouj a)po\ th~j ‘Rw&mhj, oi4
kai\
katw| k hsan
ei0 j
th\ n
'Axai/ a n, prosh~lqen au0 t w| ~ o(
Pau~ l oj.
3 kai\ dia_ to\ o(mo/texnon ei]nai e1menen 3 kai\ dia_ to\ o(mo/texnon e1menen
par’ au0toi=j kai\ h0rga&zonto:94 pro\j au0tou/j, kai\ h0rga&zeto.
h1san ga_r skhnopoioi\ th|~ te/xnh|.

While there are numerous textual differences between the two codices,
the significant variants in these verses are the following. In v. 2, Codex B
reads, ‘he [Paul] approached them [Aquila and Priscilla]’ (prosh~lqen
au0toi=j), but Codex D reads, ‘Paul approached him [Aquila]’
(prosh~lqen au0tw|~ o( Pau~loj). Although subtle, this change seems to
focus upon Paul approaching the man and not the woman. This variant
reflects the bias in Codex D to move women, in this case Priscilla, out of
the center of the activity. Then in v. 3, Codex B reads, ‘they were
working’ (h0rga&zonto), using the third person plural imperfect of
e0rga&zomai, while Codex D says that only Paul worked (h0rga/zeto),

94. The N–A27 actually follows Codex D here reading the third person singular,
h0rga/zeto, unlike Codex B which reads the third person plural, h0rga/zonto.
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using the third person singular of e0rga/zomai.95 Codex D also deletes the
phrase from Codex B ‘for they were tent-makers by trade’ (ga\r
skhnopoioi\ th|~ te/xnh|).
These small changes all have the effect of removing Priscilla out of the
reader’s view. In this initial introduction, Priscilla is only identified as
Aquila’s wife (Pri/skillan gunai=ka au0tou=). Then in Codex D, Paul is
not approaching ‘them’ as a couple, but only the man, Aquila. In
addition, they (meaning Paul, Aquila and Priscilla) are not working their
craft together, only Paul is working. And that is because they (Paul,
Aquila, and Priscilla) do not even share a craft together as tentmakers.
Instead of making Paul a partner with the husband-and-wife team of
Aquila and Priscilla, Paul is described as working with a man, Aquila,
who happens to also have a wife named Priscilla.
3. Textual Variant in Acts 18.7. After the introduction in Acts 18.1-3, the
reader is told that Paul argued in the synagogue every Sabbath
persuading Jews and Greeks (Acts 18.4). When Timothy and Silas joined
Paul in Corinth, Paul spent all of his time proclaiming Jesus as the Christ
to the Jews (Acts 18.5). However, when the Jews rejected Paul’s
teaching, he left the synagogue and went among those who believed his
message. The particular identity of what it was that Paul left is the
subject of the next textual variant in Acts 18.7.
N–A27 (Vaticanus)
kai\ metaba\j e0kei=qen,
h]lqen ei0j oi0ki/an tino\j o0no/mati
Titi/ou 'Iou/stou sebome/nou to\n
qeo/n, ou[ h9 oi0ki/a h]n sunomorou=sa
th=| sunagwgh|=.
96

Codex D
metaba\j
[de\
a0 p o\
’Aku/ ]la
[ei0 s ]h~lqen ei0j to\n
[o]i][ko/]n tinoj o0no/mati 'Iou/stou
sebome/nou to\n qeo/n, ou[ h9 oi0ki/a h]n
sunomorou=sa th=| sunagwgh|=.

Although there are a number of textual variants between the two codices
in Acts 18.7, the one of significance for this study is the expansion in
Codex D that states that Paul moved from Aquila to the house of Justus
(metaba\j [de\ a0po\ ’Aku/]la [ei0s]h~lqen ei0j to\n [o]i][ko/]n tinoj
o0no/mati 'Iou/stou). Beyond the fact that it is unlikely that the Jewish
95. Again, note that N–A27 actually follows Codex D here reading the third
person singular of the imperfect, h0rga/zeto, unlike Codex B which reads the third
person plural, h0rga/zonto.
96. Although the N–A27 reads ei0sh~lqen from ei0se/rxomai following D*, Codex
B employs the verb h]lqen from e1rxomai.
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opposition would have caused Paul to change his place of residence97
rather than his location of teaching,98 the text in Codex D also implies
that the house that Paul is going from is not Aquila and Pricilla’s house,
but only Aquila’s. Once again, the woman, Priscilla, is removed from the
scene.
3. Textual Variant in Acts 18.26. After Paul stood before Gallio, he
stayed longer in Corinth and then left with Priscilla and Aquila for Syria
(Acts 18.18a). At Cenchreae, Paul had his hair cut to end a personal vow
(18.18b), arrived in Ephesus, and then left Aquila and Priscilla there as
he departed for Caesarea (18.19-23).99 The final textual variant of
interest in this paper occurs in the report that Priscilla and Aquila met
and instructed a gifted Alexandrian Jew named Apollos. They instructed
him concerning all of the truth about Jesus, whereupon he was sent to
Corinth to help the brethren in their public debates with the Jews about
Jesus as Messiah. Of particular interest is the transposition of words that
occurs in Acts 18.26:
N–A27 (Vaticanus)
ou[to/j
te
h1rcato
parrhsia/zesqai e0n th|~ sunagwgh|=.
a0kou/santej de\ au0tou~ Pri/skilla kai\
’Aku/laj prosela/bonto au0to\n kai\
a0kreibe/steron,100 au0tw|~ e0ce/qento
th\n o9do\n tou~ qeou~.

Codex D
ou[toj
h1rcato
par<r>hsia/zesqai e0n sunagwgh|=.
kai\
a0kou/santej
de\
au0tou~
’Aku/ l aj
kai\
Pri/ s killa
prosela/bonto
au0to\n
kai\
a0kribe/steron au0tw|~ e0ce/qento th\n
o9do\n.

The primary textual variant in Acts 18.26 is the reversal of Priscilla and
Aquila in Codex B (Pri/skilla kai\ ’Aku/laj) to Aquila and Priscilla in
Codex D (’Aku/laj kai\ Pri/skilla). One might argue that the meaning
is the same regardless of the order of the names, since they were both
involved in teaching Apollos, but the fact that Codex D changes the order
of the names gives support to the idea that order is significant. Priority is
often communicated by the order in which names are given in the New
97. See Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 462; Bruce, Acts of the Apostles: The
Greek Text, p. 393; Bruce, Book of Acts, p. 349 n. 19.
98. Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles, p. 152.
99. It is interesting that the text in 614 (syp.hmg) on Acts 18.22 only describes
Aquila as being left behind in Ephesus when Paul went to Caesarea: to\n de\ ’Aku/lan
ei0a/sen e0n ’Efe/sw| au0to/j de\ a0nene/cqeij h}lqen ei0j Kaisa/reian.
100. The N–A27 reads a0kribe/steron with Codex D.
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Testament. For instance, in the naming of the apostles, Peter is named
first and then called ‘first’, prw~toj, among the apostles (see Mk 3.1619; Mt. 10.2-4.). For Priscilla to be mentioned first implies that she was
the one who was primary of the two.101 Therefore, Codex D’s inversion
of the names is an intentional re-ordering of importance, placing the man
first. Once again, this appears to be an intentional choice by Codex D to
reduce the prominence of Priscilla.102
In addition, Priscilla’s more prominent role is in the realm of teaching,
and in particular in teaching someone who was a prominent male
evangelist. Apollos is described as an eloquent speaker (a0nh\r lo/gioj),
powerful with the Scriptures (dunato\j w@n e0n tai=j grafai=j), and
instructed in the way of the Lord (ou[toj h]n kathxhme/noj th\n o9do\n
tou= kuri/ou). Evidently, Apollos was familiar with the baptism of John,
but not of the Spirit (Acts 18.25). Conzelmann suggests that the teaching
by Priscilla and Aquila comprised everything from Acts 2 onward.103
One thing is certain, Priscilla and Aquila taught him the way of God
(e0ce/qento th\n o9do\n tou~ qeou~). By painting Priscilla in a prominent role
as a teacher with her husband, Lukas was providing another model of
women in leadership who stand shoulder-to-shoulder with men.104
5. Conclusion. Acts 18 provides abundant evidence that the writer of
Codex D has a theological bias against women. In Acts 18.2-3, after
introducing Pricilla as the wife of Aquila, he removes her from any
discussion of the tent-making work that Paul did with Aquila. In Acts
18.7, Codex D inserts a phrase that not only misunderstands Paul’s
movement from one teaching location to another, but in the process
101. Haenchen describes her as ‘particularly active’ (Acts of the Apostles, p. 550
n. 11).
102. Commenting on D’s interchange of names, Ropes rightly observes, ‘The
desire to reduce the prominence of Priscilla seems to have been at work in a number
of places in this chapter. The original writer appears never to have mentioned Aquila
without Priscilla, and always (except at the first introduction, vs. 2) put Priscilla’s
name first; the glossator departs from him in both respects. Only in vs. 18, where
keira/menoj was interpreted of Aquila (cf. h) does the “Western” reviser fail to put
the husband first’ (Text of Acts, p. 178). Along this line, see Metzger, Textual
Commentary, pp. 466-67.
103. ‘Perhaps Luke understood the matter in this fashion: Apollos knew the
material of the “gospel” (as far as Luke 24), but not the events from Acts 2 and on’
(Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles, p. 158).
104. Witherington, Women in the Earliest Churches, p. 567 n. 22.
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makes the home only Aquila’s by not even mentioning Priscilla. Finally,
in Acts 18.26, Codex D inverts the order of names from Priscilla and
Aquila so that the man has the appearance of taking the lead in teaching
Apollos. Unlike some of the earlier examples, these textual variants
strongly affirm the writer’s intention to reduce any prominence given to
women in the Alexandrian text.
3. Conclusion
Sometimes a light does not seem to shine very brightly until it is placed
in stark relief against a dark sky. So it is that this paper has sought to
highlight some of Lukas’s portrayals of women in Acts against
alterations made in Codex D. Not every textual variant clearly
demonstrates a theological perspective. The intent of some changes is not
always evident, due to problems with the transmission of the text, or
ambivalent readings in Codex D. But where intent is clear, so is a
predisposition against women. Thus Codex D provides a window into
theological thought about women in the early Church.
An additional benefit of this study is that it highlights the strong view
of women contained in the Alexandrian text of Acts. Lukas portrays
women as co-participants in the ministry of the first-century Church.
They are not depicted separately from men as women blazing new trails
on their own; but within the sensitivities of a first-century culture, they
are portrayed as co-workers with men, placed alongside their male
counterparts in the spiritual work of the ministry. They are present, in
their own right, in the upper room, waiting for the promise of the Spirit
along with the apostles. They are prominent in society, and prominent in
the new community being formed. They are not second-class citizens,
but leaders among those following this new way of faith. They are
teachers of teachers, who are having an impact on the Christian
movement from the very top.
This study demonstrates the value of textual criticism beyond the task
of identifying the most probable reading of a text. By examining textual
variants, the reader gains insight into theological tensions in the earliest
Church. In addition, by examining the theologically motivated variants
regarding women in Codex D, positive pictures of women are
highlighted in Codex B.

